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Summer Seminar ’13   

•  Questions about USNA (esp. academics) 
– 30 minutes 

•  What is infinity?  
– Remaining time 



Will Traves 
•  Professor in the Math Dept.  
•  At USNA since 1999 
•  Former Assistant Coach for Women’s Rugby Team 
•  Research areas: Geometry, Algebra, Operations 

Research, Game Theory 



Tell us a little about yourself! 

•  Name 
•  Hometown 
•  Fall math class  
•  Other fun information:  

– Sports teams 
– Extracurricular activities 
– Some other fun fact about you! 



Math at USNA 
•  All students take 3 calculus courses and another math 

class 
•  Majors: Math, Operations Research, Applied Math, 

Quantitative Economics 
•  Classes are limited to 24 students and all are taught by 

professors with Ph.D.’s or military officers with advanced 
degrees 

•  Research opportunities  



What is Infinity? 

•  What does the word infinity mean to you? 



Two (of many) Answers 

•  Size: there are infinitely many natural 
numbers 

•  Location: the y-value of y=1/x2 goes to 
infinity as x goes to zero 



Mind Blowing Facts 



Fact 1 

•  There are as many even integers as there 
are regular integers (both are countable) 
–  Injective map A -> B means |A| ≤ |B| 
– THM: If |A| ≤ |B| and |B| ≤ |A| then |A| = |B| 

•  Hilbert Hotel 



•  There are infinitely many prime numbers 
– Easy proof due to Euclid 
– Relevant in modern cryptography 

•  $150K, $200K prizes from EFF 

Fact 2 



•  The rational numbers (i.e. all fractions) are 
countable.  

Fact 3 



•  |real numbers| > |rational numbers|  
(i.e. the real numbers are not countable!) 

Fact 4 



•  Continuum hypothesis: There is no set 
whose size is between |integers| and  
|reals| 

•  THM (Gödel 1940, Cohen 1963): The 
continuum hypothesis is undecidable 
(neither TRUE nor FALSE).  

•  Quizler: what other words have two u’s 
side by side?  

“Fact” 5 



•  Do parallel lines ever meet? 

Parallel Lines 



•  Add points at infinity so that parallel lines 
meet (different points for each slope) 

•  Coordinates: (x:y:z) with (x:y:z) = (tx:ty:tz)  
for all t ≠ 0.  

•  Old point (x,y) is now (x:y:1). 
•  Points at infinity are of form (x:y:0). 
•  Homogenization: y = mx+b becomes 

                            y = mx+bz. 

The Projective Plane 



•  What does the plane look like near 
infinity? 

Möbius 



•  The projective plane cannot be embedded 
in R3  

•  Need at least 4 dimensions to “hold” the 
projective plane 

Embedding 



•  What is the “shape” of the collection of 
points at infinity?  
– Circle? Line? Some other complicated curve?  

Food for Thought 



Pascal’s Theorem 



The Mystic Hexagon 



•  In the projective plane any two curves 
defined by polynomials of degrees d1 and 
d2 meet in d1d2 points if they have no 
common component.  

Bézout’s Theorem 


